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What’s Happened: Summer A 2022

Foundation England
I love climbing over,
under and through
the soft play toys in
PE
I was excited to meet
the punk chef and do
some cooking with
him

I loved making and
decorating my crown
biscuit as we learnt
about the Queen’s
Jubilee
I like phonics and
practise my
sounds and
letters everyday

I loved making my
crown for our
street party for
the queen.

I was Goldilocks in
our assembly. It was
fun pretending to
break baby bears
chair

I like playing with
the cars and bikes

I liked
playing in
the
porridge
oats filling
big and
small bowls

I enjoy
playing
duck, duck
goose
especially
when my
friend
chases me

I liked making
the chocolates
in enterprise
week especially
filling the
moulds making
and decorating
my crown
biscuit

I loved playing
in the home
corner having
tea with my
friends
I liked planting
our lettuce seeds

I have been
learning about
odd and even
numbers I
tested Miss
Smith by
asking her
questions too!
I enjoyed
making my
bear mask and
performing in
our class
assembly

I learnt the
song ‘When
Goldilocks
went to the
house of the
bears’
I love watering
the lettuce
seeds.
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Year 1 Australia
I enjoyed learning about
repeated addition in
maths.

I have liked learning
different techniques for
working with clay.

I have enjoyed learning
about doubles in
maths.

I liked using arrays to
show repeated
addition in maths.

I have enjoyed
learning the story of
Peter Rabbit for our
class garden.

I have enjoyed using
different tools in art to
add shape and pattern
to clay.
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Year 2 Germany
I enjoyed making the playdough for selling,
it was £1 .

I liked Punk Chef cooking cakes.

I enjoyed country dancing.

I liked being an animal in
yoga.

I enjoyed making things
from clay.

I have enjoyed finding treasure at
Forest School.

I liked measuring things in the
classroom in Maths.
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Year 3 France
We learnt how to tell

We did orienteering in PE. We

business, Mmmmilkshakes to

time, O’clock, half

learnt about Force and

sell milkshakes for the

past, quarter past

Magnets in Science. I liked

and quarter to.

learning about friction.

We created our own

enterprise week,

We practised our

We learnt about
friendships and how to
look after our bodies.
And we practised doing
joined handwriting.

Timetables, addition
We learnt about Ancient

and subtraction. We

Greece, Olympics and

made jubilee hats

voting. We made our own

and learnt about the

vases.

Queen.

Deaf Awareness week:
We learnt about Rose Ayling-Ellis in English and we wrote a letter to her.
We met Punk Chef and made heathy food with him.
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Year 4 Poland

Playing Boccia
was my
favourite
thing. I am so
proud that
we have made
it to the
Grand Final!

I loved
joining in
the Boccia
tournament
and I was so
happy that
we came
first and
won Gold!

I really liked
it when we
were visited
by the Bull
Mascot from
the
Commonwealth
Games!

I loved making
the bracelets
for Enterprise
Week. I
thought the
pink and purple
beads were
beautiful!

I liked
learning
about
Ancient
Greece!

I enjoyed
making
my crown
for the
Platinum
Jubilee
tea party
and
parade!

I really liked
I enjoyed
using the clay
to make my
own Greek
Vase. I think
it looks
beautiful!

.

making all
the
bracelets
for
Enterprise
Week. It
was tricky
but lots o
fun!

I enjoyed
playing
rounders in
P.E. It was
very exciting
trying to run
around all the
posts!

I enjoyed
learning about
telling the
time to five
minutes in
maths. It was
fun!
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Year 5 Brazil
I enjoyed selling
slime because it was
very fun.

I have enjoyed
swimming. I am
good at
following the
rules!

I enjoyed making a
jubilee cake out of
clay because I
made it really soft.

I liked swimming
this term and going
to the deep end.

I liked it when
Perry the Bull came
to visit and gave me
a sticker.

I enjoyed selling
slime to other
schools and counting
how much money we
made.

I liked it when Punk
Chef came to visit
in Deaf awareness
week. I enjoyed
eating the dessert
at the end!
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Year 5 Ireland
Peri the Bull came to see
us and tell us about the
Commonwealth games. I
like Peri.

I liked icing he cakes
and selling them.

I enjoyed the Punk Chief. The

ke Forest

food was nice.

I

Fort

liked

I liked making the
cakes and selling them.

the

rhubarb
from
the
garden and giving it to

Fort
Fort

getting

the cook.
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Year 6 Belgium
I liked teaching
children from the
local primary school,
how to sign and
communicate with
deaf people.

I have really
enjoyed learning
how to do a
forward roll in
the swimming
pool.

I enjoyed making
strawberry Mille-Feuille
with the punk chef.

I have enjoyed learning
about Queen Elizabeth II
and her family.

I have liked
learning how to +, x and ÷ numbers. I
have enjoyed
swimming too.

I liked when the
Punk chef came
to visit and we
learnt how to
make delicious
food!

I liked when the
Punk Chef came to
visit in Deaf
Awareness week.

I have loved going
swimming and
learning to swim
without arm bands.
I liked making metal
signs for DT week. We
sold them too!

